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Welcome to this tutorial in this tutorial we are trying to understand the expression that we write
for configurationally entropy specifically we said that if you have N sites.
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And so N is the number of sites and if you distribute NA number of a atoms and NB number of B
atoms and NA and NB add up to N then we said that the total number of indistinguishable ways in
which you can distribute this is given by N!/ NA! NB! So this is what we wrote ω and so s is k
lane ω, so that is how the configurationally entropy was calculated and this is the number of
microstates now why is this so.

So this is what we want to understand to do that I am going to take a very simple case I am going
to take a lattice which has four points okay so N in this case is 4 and A I am going to take as
black and B I am going to take as white let us say that I take two black balls and two white balls
okay now you can think of the total number of ways in which you can distribute two black balls
and two white balls on four sites and they can be calculated as follows.

Suppose I put the first blackball here B1 then I will be left with one more black ball and two
white balls so the one more black ball can go here or here or here so if one is given then there are
three others and this one can go here or here or here or here so there are four sides for B1 and
now the next one B2 that has one two three sides so there are 4 x 3 12 possibilities suppose if I
also take the B2 to be one of the sites then I am left with two sides.
So there are two items so they have to and the last one there is only one so there is 1 so 1x 2 x3 x
4 so that will be 24, so 24 is the actual number of ways in which you can distribute but we are
going to assume that we are not going to distinguish between B1 and B2 suppose I put B2 here
this configuration looks indistinguishable from B2 here and B1 here okay so that means the this is
not the total number of sites and similarly the w1 and w2.
So suppose W1 was here and w2 was here so I am not going to distinguish that between w2 and
W1 here so that means the number of different ways in which similarly you know two of them
can be distributed is given by 2! So it is 2! And another 2! So that is the total number of micro
states that are available so 24 / 2 x 2 = 4 so 24 / 4 that is going to the 6 okay now what are these
six indistinguishable ways in which the two black and two white atoms can be distributed.

So we can actually n miss them because this is a small number of things so let me take this so
there are going to be 6 so let me do six of them okay so what are those six let me say black is
filled and white is open so this is black and this is black so this is one configuration and it is
possible that this is black and this is black so the other configuration is this is black and this is
black right so there are only three in the other three of course.

So I am going to assume that this is black and this is black okay or this is black and this is black
or I am going to assume that this is black this is black so these are the only six ways of course
this is because of the indistinguishability so that is because we are not able to distinguish
between these two and these two suppose if I am able to distinguish this as B1 this as B2 or this
as B2 to this as B1.
So for everyone there will be two more right so there are so six and so into two that will be 12
and for the same with white also supposed I can distinguish this as w1 w2 and this as W2 this as
w1 then for each one of these that will be two more so peril so we have now configuration one
configuration two configuration three four five and six these are if the black and whites are
indistinguishable if we can distinguish the blacks and whites then that will give for each four
different ways the configuration will look the same.

But one will be called B 1 B 2 w1 w2 the other one will be called b2 b1 w1 w2 the other one will be
called B 1 B 2 w1 w2 and the other one will be called b2b1w2w1 so like that so then 6 x 4 that is
the total number of so if you have N sides and Na and NB number of A and B atoms or black and
white items that you can distribute and if you are going to assume that among themselves A and
B are indistinguishable then you have to divide by this NA! NB! Otherwise the total number of
ways in which you can distribute is just given by N! Okay.
So this is the basis of writing this ω expression once you have written that of course you can
write the configurationally entropy which is what we did in the lecture okay so this is again a
solved problem from Porter and easterly so this is the same example that is given taking a site
with for taking a lattice with four sides and putting two black and two white there of course you
can make it a little bit more complicated or slightly different.

Suppose you take three blacks and one white for example or three whites and one black for
example so how many are the number of sides you can do in a similar fashion and you can use
the formula and you can compare and see that they always match so, so this is this is how the
counting of the configurations is done. Thank you.
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